auto to manual conversion cheapest way manual forums - i m thinking about doing an auto to manual conversion and i wanted to get some of your opinions about it auto to manual conversion cheapest way thread starter red03mustang start date dec 22 2004 forums t5 swap 1996 2004 sn95 mustang general talk 1 dec 26 2014, classic mustang transmission swap modern driveline - 1965 66 mustang for a 1965 1966 mustang we recommend a t 5 transmission for engines making under 450hp the t 5 fits much better than a larger tremec tko due to clearance issues with the transmission tunnel tko transmissions can be installed but it requires modifying the transmission tunnel, t5 swap t5 conversion mustang t5 swap auto to manual - swapping in a late model overdrive transmission namely the t5 manual and the aod automatic is a straightforward swap for 289 302 351 equipped cars in fact on most early fords the swap is so easy it makes you wonder if ford was thinking ahead in this article we ll go over what it takes to swap in a t5 transmission into an early ford, mustang t5 transmission conversion supreme 289 302 351 65 66 - product description supreme t5 transmission conversion kit for 1965 1966 mustangs with 289 302 351 engines the supreme conversion kit includes almost everything required to convert a 65 66 manual transmission small block car over to a t5 transmission using the late model bellhousing and cable linkage setup, 66 automatic to manual transmission swap vintage - 66 automatic to manual transmission swap hi all i m switching my 66 coupe to a manual transmission and want to pick your brains on what other parts i m going to need to get this done because i don t know, swap in a manual transmission mustang 360 - here s a four speed transmission you don t see often the borg warner t10 four speed was common to fords prior to 1966 in the 65 66 mustang, mustang t5 transmission conversion deluxe 289 302 351 65 66 - product description deluxe t5 transmission conversion kit for 1965 1966 mustangs with 289 302 351 engines the deluxe conversion kit includes almost everything required to convert a 1965 1966 manual transmission small block car over to a t5 transmission using the late model bellhousing and cable linkage setup, 1964 1970 mustang t5 conversion kit parts mustangdepot com - these conversion kits make it easy to install a late model v8 t 5 transmission in a 1964 1970 mustang a t 5 transmission will increase gas mileage and higher top speed no cutting of the floor required you can even use the original emergency brake linkage speedo cable clutch linkage flywheel and starter, 66 mustang auto to manual swap fishing for bream co uk - 66 mustang auto to manual swap preparing the books to read every day is enjoyable for many people however there are still many people who also don t like reading this is a problem but when you can support others to start reading it will be better one of the books that can be recommended for new readers is 66 mustang auto to manual swap, auto to manual swap v6 mustang forums - auto to manual swap how much power is lost in the auto versus the manual is it really worth all of the hassle i was thinking about trying to do this to my car and i wanted to know how much of a gain will i be getting originally posted by midwest mustang most 5 speed swap kits sell for around 750 complete the 99 up 5 speed swap, 5 speed transmission swap modern driveline - swap from automatic to t5 with a small block conversion of manual transmission equipped cars swap from automatic to tremec tko with small block conversion from automatic to tremec tko with big block classic mustang transmission t5 swap